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Ode To The Non-Peaceful Protester
Anta
I was born a disturbance.
And for as far as I can remember I disturb shit.
I´m non-compliant, for I come from a non-compliant line of
people.
So whenever I can, I show up for my people, that’s a thing I do.
The working-class kids, the immigrants, the undocumented, the
workers, the lesbians, the gays, the trans people, the refugees,
the sex workers, the stateless, the prisoners, the unhoused, the
Muslims & the Jews.
I protest the wars, the benefits cuts, the borders, the state, the
police, the Negrophobia, the killings of our babies (Zyed et
Bouna on vous oublie pas), the femicides, the homophobia, the
transphobia, the whorephobia, the islamophobia, the
antisemitism, and all 50 shades of fascism. (Sebastien Deyzieu,
mais pas des ailes!)
I demand justice, I demand peace, I demand all the rights, all
the money, all the means of production, all the housing, all the
freedom of movement, freedom of being, freedom of faith,
sexual orientation and identity and sovereignty for the people,
and death to the necro-state and the 12.
I was shouted at, I was gassed, I was threatened, I was bruised,

I was shot at, I was humiliated, I was arrested, I was put into
cuffs, and my picture taken, and searched, and questioned.
And I cried and I laughed and I danced and I ran, and I lost my
voice, and I lied, and I cooked, and I produced propaganda in
schools and workplaces, and I distributed thousands of leaflets,
and I marched, and I went to molotov cocktail workshops, and
I screamed, and I got sick, and I screamed fuck the police (like
cop porn), and I was bored, and I was saved, and I gave all my
money, and I sat in, and I died in, and I was alone, and I was
legion.
Demos take you everywhere, they take you to church, (96’
Saint Bernard), to night demos, savage demos, boring demos,
posh neighbourhood demos, looting demos, mourning demos,
demos at prisons, demos at immigration holdings, demos at
airports and courts and ministries.
Sometimes they even take you to love.
What they do not do, is take you to a peaceful demo.
They were never designed to be peaceful.
For the enemy is everything but.

●

If you’ve been on Instagram or Twitter in the past few days, you’ve
probably been lucky enough to see links to a google drive of Black
Revolutionary Texts. In fact, I think there are several. (The one I’m
linking to here was curated by Alijah Webb.) It couldn’t be easier or
cheaper to access so many important works. There’s no excuse not to
educate yourself...
To make it even easier, I’m including a few things I read and loved
this week. I know it’s insane for these writers to be in the
Quaranzine... but this stuff is free online anyway, so I’m just bringing
them directly to you. Why not.

-Lucy

From James Baldwin’s Uncollected Writings

-Sonia Sanchez

- Sojourner Truth
●

A non-exhaustive list compiled by Natalie Eilbert

Read more via Giselle Buchanan on Instagram
●

Sent: Jun 3, 2020, 9:49 AM
To: [My parents]
Subject: Education

Hey Mom and Dad, mostly Dad,
Anon.
Before you say things like, “there are just a few bad apples,” I implore you to read up and educate
yourself on the system of policing, and the institution of the police. Why, if it is just a handful of
bad cops, are the police across the country beating the living shit out of peaceful protesters? Why,
despite the property damage, the cost of each tear gas canister, the cost of jailing each arrested
person, will the state still not charge the officers who were with the one that knelt on the neck of
George Floyd until he died in the street, as being complicit in his murder? Does an institution that
allows all this to go on just to protect “a few bad apples” strike you as an institution worthy of
your respect?
What do the police actually protect? What people do they serve? Not the poor. Not black people.
Not brown people. These people are used in a cycle of predatory policing that keeps departments
funded and the jails filled with people who have been unable to pay their speeding tickets, or who
have been trapped into predatory loans. (Read Jackie Wang’s Carceral Capitalism—it is short
and easy to read, you can do it in a day).
Consider the following. While people were dying of a virus in a pandemic, doctors and nurses
were struggling to find safety equipment, and the state didn't have the money or resources to help
provide or facilitate these essential, life saving pieces of fiber. State governments around the
country, and of course the White House, were rushing to reopen businesses because of the
economic toll the shutdown was taking. As soon as protests began, and some businesses were
looted, state and federal government rushed in with money, guns, and people. (A couple things
here: firstly, the media has disproportionately focused on this--99% of protests have been
peaceful, or have started off that way until the police or white supremacists instigated violence.
Link 1, Link 2, Link 3. Secondly, the businesses that have seen the largest damage are

corporations like Target, for instance, for whom this doesn't matter. They are insured, they have
billions in cash reserves, they are getting press. Who cares about a Target getting looted? Is that
more disturbing than the police killing black people with impunity?) All of a sudden, when
property is at stake, the state has this trove of reserves it can dip into to supply a quelling of
dissent with. But not for saving lives, as during the peak of the Coronavirus. It's almost as if the
government values property over lives. Hence, the deployment of police (a force used to protect
property, not people) and its vicious tactics.

There is plenty of evidence that shows defunding the police and allocating those resources to
mental health initiatives, to education, to equal loan and mortgage access (y ou can watch a quick
explanatory clip on redlining here), etc, has reduced crime and delinquency substantially. Dallas

is running a pilot program of this, the first in any large US city, with good results. There are
alternatives. Try and imagine them, instead of harking back to a racist, classist, outdated system
that works only in favor of the state and the rich.
This doesn't just happen here in the US. Just last week, after what happened in Minneapolis, a
police officer in Paris pinned down a black man with his knee in his neck. T
 his is not a matter of
"bad apples," but of a flawed system that empowers violence with impunity.

Here is a list I compiled of resources that might help expand your horizons. I do feel, in the spirit
of full transparency, that your ideas here are outmoded, conservative, and that you are ignoring a
huge issue that, really, at this point, given what is taking place across the world, should be
self-evident.
There are articles, podcasts, books, Netflix movies (this part is easy—just sit down and press
play!) that I hope will lead you in the right direction. I’ve also included at the end a very lengthy
list of horrible videos that show police violence. This is not necessarily for you to watch, but
hopefully the sheer length of the document will allow you to see that this is more than just a “few
bad apples.” That is really not something anyone should be saying.
Anyway, here goes. Love you.*

Articles:
A Short History Of US Law Enforcement Infiltrating Protests
History Of Policing In America: Starts and Ends With Protecting Private Property
There’s One Big Reason Why Police Brutality Is So Common In The US. And That’s The Police
Unions.
The Police Are Not Here To Protect You
Why So Many Police Are Handling The Protests Wrong
The Rebellion In Defense Of Black Lives Is Rooted In U.S History. So, Too, Is Trump’s
Authoritarian Rule.
The Police in America Are Becoming Illegitimate.
Has Policing In America Gone Too Far?
Violence in Minneapolis is Rooted in the History of Racist Policing in America
Protests Against Police Have Broken Out Across The Country. Here’s How Policing Has Evolved
In The US Since Its Beginnings In The 1600s.

Movies you can watch right now (most are on Netflix):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

13th
Explained: The Racial Wealth Gap
Time: The Kalief Browder Story
When They See Us
Who Killed Malcolm X?
The House I Live In

Books I think are worth your time:
●
●
●
●

Carceral Capitalism by Jackie Wang
American Prison by Shane Bauer
How to be an Antiracist by Ibram X Kendi
The New Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander

●
●
●
●

A People’s History of the United States by Howard Zinn
Citizen by Claudia Rankine
Why I'm No Longer Talking to White People About Race by Renni Eddo-Lodge
The End of Policing by Alex Vitale (y ou can download this for free here)

Videos of police brutality (“a few bad apples”)
Police spitting on detainees. Threatening to beat and run over protesters. Emptying water bottles of
protesters. Spraying mace point blank in peaceful protesters’ faces while they sit still and comply. 
Who Is This Serving? Who Is This Protecting?
A Spreadsheet Containing Countless Videos Of Police Violence

*The writer’s Dad responded with a change of heart. <3
●

via indigenousrising on instagram

Sent: Thursday, June 04, 2020 1:19 PM
To: my boss’s boss’s boss’s boss
Cc: my boss
Subject: [My employer’s] Response to George Floyd

Hi [my boss’s boss’s boss’s boss],

Another Anon.

I hope you are well and that you are healthy and safe in the midst of the CoronaVirus and Black Lives
Matter protests.
Firstly, I want to say that I attended your diversity panel at the [xxx] conference back in October. I am
inspired by the work you’ve done to implement diversity inclusion at [xxx].
I just gave you a call – and I hope I am not overstepping my bounds by reaching out. I wanted to inquire
about [insert company’s name here] response to George Floyd’s death and to the subsequent protests and
civil unrest around the world. Do you know if [company name] has made a public statement with regards
to our stance on the recent events that took place? What kind of stand is [company name again] taking on
racial injustice and police brutality? How is [company name] contributing to fighting race-based violence
and what is [company name] doing to become a more inclusive and diverse environment?
Though I know several diversity programs like [xxx] have been put into place to promote hiring diversity
and inclusion, I have not heard much discussion surrounding the protests or police brutality.
People across the country [/around the world] and in [the place I live] are deeply enraged and saddened by
the current state of affairs. I am certain these feelings extend to [company name’s] employees as well. I
think it would inspire hope within the firm to see that [company name] is taking action. In fact, this is the
perfect time for [the kind of company I work for] to take a stand.
It is a time to open up dialogue amongst employees and to ensure that non-white employees and people of
color feel safe and feel heard within company walls.
There are a large number of organizations addressing racial injustice, structural inequity and economic
disparity. [Company name] should seize this opportunity to improve its optics by displaying support for
these organizations, and by helping to fight racial inequality and race-based violence.

I am proud to call myself a [company name] employee. I would be even prouder if [company name] took
a stand while other large companies remained silent.
I hope to hear back from you on this.
Thank you,
[my name]

● .

Also, Happy Pride Month!
It’s a great time to remember the rioters w
 ho started it all.

Things You Can Watch: The Death & Life Of Marsha P. Johnson

● .

Lapsed Librarian
Matt Nelson

Date: Tue, Jun 2, 2020 at 8:29 PM
Subject: In case you want some ideas on what to do right now//the beginning of a thread
To: Everyone [at the school where I teach]

First off, hello my friends! I miss you!
I wanted to start a dialogue and share some resources I've been seeing and donating to.
Emily and I are starting a 28 day course called "Me and White Supremacy," by Layla F. Saad wherein
each day you reply to a few prompts and are encouraged to share with others. I am very willing to go

through these 28 days with anyone and share my responses. Apparently there are pdfs floating around of
an outdated version, but since this is now a book, Sadd has requested that people support by buying the
book. That said, there are many black and brown folks offering anti-racist/anti-white-supremecy training
and I'm hoping to learn more from others. If you know of any, please add them to the google doc attached
below.
Things to read! And where to buy them.
First, many bookstores are shipping, but you can also get an ebook if you're okay reading on a screen.
May I encourage you to check to see if any of these black-owned bookstores have the book you want and
can ship.
Uncle Bobbie's
The Key Bookstore
Mahogany Books
Semicolon Bookstore
The Lit Bar
Ashay By The Bay (children's books)
Underground Books
SISTAHSCIFI (SciFi focused)
Eso Won Books
Hakim's Bookstore

AfriWare Books
Fulton Street
Eye See Me (children)
Frugal Bookstore
Harriet's Bookshop
Sisters Uptown
Loyalty Books
Turning Page Bookshop
Wild Fig Books
Brave + Kind Books (children)
The Listening Tree (children)
If none of these have the book you're looking for, may I suggest using bookshop.org as an alternative to
amazon. They've partnered with many independent bookstores including some on the list above, and
donate part of your sale to these indie stores.
Okay, here is a very incomplete list of some books that talk about race or whiteness or the experiences of

black folks and I'd love to talk to you about any of them or read them with you! Maybe we could include
this in a staff book group.
Race/Racism
How to Be Antiracist by Ibram X. Kendi
Stamped co-written by Ibram X. Kendi and Jason Reynolds
Faces at the Bottom of the Well by Derrick Bell (late Dean at U of O)
White Fragility and What Does It Mean To Be White by Robin Diangelo

History
Stamped From The Beginning Ibram X. Kendi
The History of White People by Nell Irvin Painter
An African American and Latinx History of the United States by Paul Ortiz
A People's History of the United States by Howard Zinn
Memoir/Essays
The Fire Next Time and Notes of a Native Son by James Baldwin

Between the World and Me and We Were Eight Years in Power Ta-Nehisi Coates
Zami and Sister Outsider by Audre Lorde

Freedom is a Constant Struggle by Angela Davis
Survival Math by Mitchell Jackson (Portland author)

Heavy by Kiese Laymon
The Autobiography of Malcolm X told to Alex Haley
Soul on Ice by Eldridge Cleaver
Prison
Are Prisons Obsolete? by Angela Davis
The New Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander
Lockdown America by Christian Parenti
Education
Multiplication is for White People and Other People's Children by Lisa Delpit

Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria? by Beverly Tatum
Savage Inequalities by Jonathan Kozol

Okay, so maybe a book seems like a longer term goal and you want to act now or later in person…here
are some places local and national to donate to or learn more about.
Portland
Black United Fund of Oregon
Critical Resistance PDX
SEI
Portland African American Leadership Forum
Black Lives Matter PDX
Don't Shoot PDX
SURJ PDX
NAACP PDX
Snack Bloc PDX
PDX Equity In Action
National/Other Places
George Floyd Memorial
Justice for Breanna Taylor Petition
Justice for Ahmaud Arbery
In Memory of Tony McDade
National Bail Fund Network
Brooklyn Community Bail Fund
Richmond Community Bail Fund
Chicago Community Bail Fund

NW Community Bail Fund
Again, I value your already great effort in educating the youth, and have great belief that all of you are
working in your own way to help.
And yet, there's more. I keep thinking, can I do more? Sometimes it's yes, and sometimes it's no. Some
days yes, some days no. If you feel stuck, if you feel broke, or already feel pulled in eighty thousand
tasks, I appreciate you reading this. I feel like too often I am operating out of shame, even though in the
classroom, I ask students everyday to work through the discomfort of...duh duh duh...ALGEBRA...so why
am I not asking this of myself? I'm trying to say that I am here for you, here to support, and here to learn
with you. I am not an expert nor is this list perfect. I've attached all these listings in an open google doc
that can be edited, amended, and read.
Yours,
Matt

● .

Birthday Cards Demanding Justice For Breonna Taylor
Sarah Jean Alexander
●

Things You Can Watch: What Happened, Miss Simone?

● .

That’s all for this week.
Thank you so much for reading!

We’ll be back next Sunday with a new issue.
Don’t forget to
follow us on instagram
if you want to!
And if you want to contribute something to a forthcoming issue...
Email us: profoundexperience@gmail.com

Stay safe!!!

